
MOLLY TAYLOR

WITH BOTH HANDS ON THE STEERING WHEEL AND ONE FOOT FIRMLY ON THE 
ACCELERATOR, MOTORSPORT CHAMPION MOLLY TAYLOR IS LIVING LIFE IN THE FAST 
LANE – AND SHOWING NO DESIRE TO HIT THE BRAKES ANYTIME SOON. 

EXPERT BIO

RALLY CAR DRIVER & TV PRESENTER

At a remarkably young age, Molly has 
amassed a swag of accolades, having won 
the Australian Rally Championship, 
European Ladies Championship and Peter 
Brock Medal, one of the most prestigious 
awards in Australian motorsports.   

In a sport dominated by men, Molly is proud 
to be defying stereotypes. She was the first 
female driver to achieve a podium position in 
the Junior World Rally Championship, 
finished third in the illustrious Rally Finland – 
the fastest event in the WRC and two years 
later, became the first female and at the 
time, the youngest-ever driver to win the 
Australian Rally Championship. 

There are probably easier careers she could 
have chosen than motorsport, which 
involves speeds of up to 200km/hr, split- 
second decisions and cabin temperatures of 
up to 60 degrees – but Molly thrives on the 
challenge of this high-adrenaline sport. 
Indeed, her passion, fierce determination 
and willingness to take risks are major 
components of her winning formula. At the 
age of just 20, Molly threw in her university 
studies and moved to the UK to try her luck 
on the European rally circuit. Money was 
tight – she had to work on her car herself 
because she couldn’t afford a mechanic – 
but her natural talent and commitment to 
her dream saw her win three of the six 
events she contested in the Suzuki Swift

Sport Cup, as well as becoming the British 
Ladies rally champion twice. In 2011 she was one 
of six drivers selected internationally for the 
Pirelli Star Driver World Rally Championship 
scholarship program. 

In 2021 she won the championship of the 
inaugural Extreme E Series – a five race global 
voyage spanning four continents and designed 
to highlight the impact of climate change and 
human activity on some of the world’s most 
remote locations, whilst promoting 
sustainability and the adoption of electric 
vehicles to protect the planet.  

The series also takes the lead on gender equality 
in motorsport seeing teams field both a male 
and female driver in its races. No stranger to the 
camera, in 2020 her fitness and cool-head under 
pressure shone through on the reality TV series 
SAS Australia and she is a popular and 
experienced motorsports commentator who has 
appeared on both Fox Sports and the Seven 
network. She is now a motorsport commentator 
for Stan Sport. 

In 2022 Molly entered Rally Raid - and in doing 
so became the first ever Australian woman to 
drive the famoursDakar rally, earning a 14th 
place in her debut. 

Molly is available for media & PR opportunities, 
corporate hosting and speaking and brand 
partnerships.  

For more, contact simone@thelifestylesuite.com www.thelifestylesuite.com

https://www.instagram.com/molly_rally/
https://twitter.com/molly_rally
https://www.facebook.com/MollyRally
http://mollytaylor.com.au/



